Committee Member Profile

Mary White

Mary White currently serves as the Remediation Supervisor at the Division of Oil and Public Safety. The Remediation Section administers laws and regulations to reduce damage to the environment and risk to the public caused by leaking petroleum storage tanks and to mitigate such damage effectively when it occurs. By requiring owners/operators of regulated tank systems to report and respond to releases of regulated substances from regulated storage tank systems this ensures that owners/operators of regulated storage tank systems take action to protect human health and the environment from potential harm from releases from their storage tank systems and conduct cleanups in a timely manner. Additionally, the Remediation Section, provides technical guidance related to release response.

Mary received a bachelor’s degree in Geological Sciences with a minor in Geography from the University of South Carolina. She has over 20 years of experience conducting site assessment and remediation in both public and private sectors both petroleum cleanup, RCRA/CERCLA, and voluntary cleanup programs around the Southeast. In 2019, Mary joined the Division of Oil and Public Safety’s Petroleum Program.